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Abstract
We consider a class of field theories with a four-vector field Aµ(x) in
addition to other fields supplied with a global charge symmetry - theories
which have partial gauge symmetry in the sense of only imposing it on those
terms in the Lagrangian density which have derivatives as factors in them.
We suppose that spontaneous Lorentz invariance breaking occurs in such a
theory due to the four-vector field taking a non-zero vacuum expectation
value. Under some very mild assumptions, we show that this Lorentz viola-
tion is not observable and the whole theory is practically gauge invariant. A
very important presupposition for this theorem is that an initial condition
is imposed on the no-derivative expressions corresponding to the early Uni-
verse being essentially in a vacuum state. This condition then remains true
forever and can be interpreted as a gauge constraint. We formulate the con-
ditions under which the spontaneous Lorentz violation becomes observable.
Spontaneously broken Lorentz invariance could be seen by some primordially
existing or created “fossil” charges with the property of moving through the





It is by now a rather old idea to seek to obtain the photon as the Nambu-
Goldstone boson for spontaneous breakdown of Lorentz invariance [1] (see
[2, 3, 4] for later developments). If, for instance, the potential P (A2) for a
four-vector field Aµ has its minimum for a non-zero value of Aµ, we have
an example of spontaneous Lorentz invariance violation (SLIV). A priori one
would then expect, in theories with such a spontaneous breakdown, to see
SLIV in practice. It is the purpose of the present article to point out that
under some rather mild assumptions, however, one does not find this breaking
of Lorentz invariance to be observable experimentally4 [5, 6].
The philosophy of the present article is to work with theories that are not a
priori gauge invariant. This means that we do not impose gauge invariance on
the whole Lagrange density L(x). Instead, we shall impose gauge symmetry
only on the vector field kinetic term or, in general, on the terms Lkin in
the Lagrangian density, which have derivatives up to second order as factors
in them. Most importantly this means that the kinetic term for the four-
vector field Aµ(x) has to be the usual one, −
1
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F 2µν (where Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ
denotes the field strength tensor for the vector field Aµ = (A0, Ai)). We shall
also generalize our class of models to include matter fields, such as Dirac
fields or Weyl fields and a charged scalar that could potentially be used as a
Higgs field φ, and to satisfy global charge conservation. The renormalisable
and gauge invariant terms in the Lagrangian density L are just the usual
gauge invariant terms of chiral U(1) gauge theory5 or conventional QED, if
one further assumes parity conservation and purely fermionic matter. We
consider gauge breaking terms in the non-derivative part of the Lagrangian
density Lbr which depend on Lorentz invariant field combinations such as
|φ|2, ψψ and ψγ5ψ, and on Aµ only via A
2 but not on the contraction of
Aµ with any other combination of fields
6. Another important assumption in




4Note that previous direct calculations of Lorentz violating processes in the tree [5] and
one-loop approximation [6] for QED with the non-linear constraint A2 = V 2 (where V is
the SLIV scale) provide explicit examples of this theorem.
5Note that the absence of gauge anomalies has to be imposed as an extra constraint.
6Possible operators in Lbr of dimension 4 or less include a potential term P (A
2) of
fourth order in Aµ and a seagull term |φ|
2A2 with an arbitrary coefficient.
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2 The theorem
Consider an Abelian field theory with a vector field Aµ and a priori a global
charge conservation symmetry only. Gauge symmetry is not imposed in as
far we allow for terms containing the squared four vector field A2 in com-
bination with globally charge symmetric but derivative free combinations of
the matter fields. This means that the theory has in addition to only fully
gauge invariant terms - as in usual electrodynamics - a (seemingly) gauge
breaking term
Lbr(A
2, |φ|2, ψψ, ψγ5ψ, ...) (1)
depending only on the globally phase transformation invariant field combi-
nations without any derivatives and only on Aµ via A
2. We assume that
Aµ(x) takes on a non-zero constant value, giving a Lorentz symmetry break-
ing vacuum. Provided now that the Universe started with initial conditions





at early times, then the theory is indeed interpretable as a Lorentz and
gauge invariant theory with a non-covariant gauge choice properly fixed in
the theory.
The basic idea in the proof of this theorem is that, once the Universe
gets started in a state in which the “gauge condition” (2) is satisfied, this
condition will go on being fulfilled. In fact we can easily see that, by varying
Aµ in the whole Lagrangian density, which now is of the form
L = Lkin + Lbr (3)






+ jνmatter . (4)
Here jνmatter is the current coming from the matter fields ψ and φ. With
the assumption of global charge conservation - or phase transformation sym-
metry - for the matter fields, it follows that the current jνmatter is conserved
∂νj
ν
matter = 0. Since also the left-hand side of equation (4) is divergence free,
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from the non-gauge invariant term becomes itself separately conserved.
Let us first consider the case where the vacuum background Aν field in
the early Universe is time-like (< Aν > = nνV with n2 = 1). The separate
conservation condition ∂µj
µ














= 0 at the start, the derivative of ∂Lbr
∂A2
in the direction of the
field Aµ, namely the second term in this equation, stays equal to zero. So,
this partial derivative ∂Lbr
∂A2
must take the same value all along a curve laid
out to follow the Aν field direction by having these fields as tangents. This
means that, once it is zero at the beginning, it must remain zero along these
curves. However, if we start in a vacuum state having Lorentz invariance
spontaneously broken through the vector field Aν vacuum expectation value,
such a beginning with the “gauge condition” (2) fulfilled is basically enforced.
One namely then has a non-zero but constant Aν leading to the vanishing
of the field tensor Fµν = 0. Since the matter current j
ν
matter is always zero
in vacuum, it follows that also the current jνA = 0. Then, with A
ν 6= 0, we
conclude that the factor ∂Lbr
∂A2
in the current jνA (5) should also be zero. But
once we have ∂Lbr
∂A2
zero at the start, it follows from the equations of motion
that this “gauge condition” is satisfied forever.
So we have seen that a very mild initial condition can enforce the special
gauge condition (2) and the vanishing of the current jνA at all times. Thus the
potential possibility for seeing e.g. Coulomb fields in the Fµν fields around
the jµA charges, which could reveal the non-gauge invariant properties of the
jνA current, is in fact prevented. That is to say that an observer, who only
has access directly to the usual Fµν fields but not to the A
ν field, could not
hope to gain access to the gauge dependent features of Aν indirectly via the
jνA anymore, because this current would remain zero.
It should be remarked that for the SLIV to be non-observable we had
to assume the special gauge condition (2) as an initial condition, due to the
Universe being at first in a vacuum state. Otherwise, by allowing initial devi-
ations from the vacuum state, we would get some true observable breaking of
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Lorentz invariance. However, such alternative initial conditions would mean
that there must be some kind of relic effect in places where the gauge condi-
tion (2) is not fulfilled. Actually such deviations from the vacuum inspired
“gauge” would mean that the current jνA is not zero everywhere but could
flow in the direction of the Aν field. In the coordinate system in which the
vacuum Aν field has only a non-zero time component A0, this would mean
“fossil charges” at rest forever. Having such charges at one’s disposal, physi-
cal Lorentz violation would actually be accessible. In fact the very finding of
some “resting” charge of this type, which is only able to follow the direction
of the essentially vacuum four vector field Aν , would by itself constitute a
strong breaking of Lorentz invariance: these charges do not move at all in the
special frame. They could be observed by means of the Coulomb fields, say,
by which they would be surrounded. But it should be stressed that we proved
above that these fossil resting charges cannot be produced, if the condition
(2) is fulfilled all over the Universe and there are no charges of this type to
begin with. They can only come from the start, but cannot be produced.
For simplicity we treated above only the case where the vacuum expec-
tation value of the Aµ field pointed out in a time-like direction. Actually, we
mainly used that case to ensure that the curves having the Aµ as tangents
in space-time would come from the past and run into the future. Then an
assumption about the partial derivative ∂Lbr
∂A2
being zero in the early Universe
was sufficient to ensure it to stay zero, once we had proved that it did not
vary along these curves. Note however that the frames in which the assumed
initial conditions ∂Lbr
∂A2
= 0 are satisfied actually form a special non-Lorentz
invariant set for the case of a space-like SLIV. In such a frame, a curve having
a corresponding space-like vacuum expectation value < Aµ > as a tangent
will generically have a component along the time direction associated with
a non-zero < A0 >. Thus the proof of our theorem follows in the same way
for the space-like as in the time-like case.
3 Counter example by initial conditions
The obvious question to ask is whether we can make the SLIV become ob-
servable, by giving up the initial vacuum state condition with ∂Lbr
∂A2
= 0 which
was needed in the theorem. So let us think about rather small deviations
from this condition, having a perturbatively small ∂Lbr
∂A2
. Even in this case
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the conservation of the current jµA following from equation (4) would en-
force the partial derivative ∂Lbr
∂A2
to remain approximatively constant along
the curves tangential to the Aµ field. So we would indeed find that such
perturbatively small deviations from zero would remain constant along these
curves. In the approximate vacuum situation with a background vector field
Aµ ≈ Vµ = nµV , where V is the proposed SLIV scale, we could in the Vµ
time-like case talk about the frame in which the spatial components of Vµ
are zero as the frame specified by Vµ. In this frame the curves tangential to
Aµ, or approximately to V µ, are the time-like curves corresponding to the
time tracks of resting particles. In this situation the partial derivative ∂Lbr
∂A2
will stay approximately constant as a function of time, but could (while we
still consider it small) vary as a function of space. In the first approximation
we see, from the expression (5), that jµA now represents a charge distribu-
tion V 0 ∂Lbr
∂A2
which does not change with time. This charge distribution is
observable via the generalized Maxwell equations - our equations of motion
derived by the variation of Aµ - as are usual charges, e.g. via the Coulomb
field they cause. But now, since Aµ or Vµ is neither gauge nor Lorentz in-
variant in the SLIV case, such observation of these fields via the Maxwell
equations means that these symmetries are effectively broken and, therefore,
SLIV becomes physically observable. Thus our theorem does not work if the
initial condition that the partial derivative ∂Lbr
∂A2
be zero is not fulfilled.
We should really think of the deviations from zero of this ∂Lbr
∂A2
as repre-
senting a charge density that must be fossil, in the sense that we could not
obtain it unless it were there to begin with. It would therefore be reasonable
to call the charge density ρfossil = V
0 ∂Lbr
∂A2
a fossil charge. We also remark
that it does not change as time goes on and thus just rests where it is to
begin with. So we could call it the fossil resting charge density. It is just via
this resting fossil charge density that the Lorentz non-invariance can come
into theories, which do not respect the initial condition requirements but
otherwise satisfy the conditions of our theorem.
One should of course seek experimentally to look for such resting fossil
charges. If one had single quanta of them, one might observe them as particles
moving with a remarkably fixed velocity. If this velocity were larger than the
velocity of an atomic electron, such a fossil charge would produce ionization
tracks over long distances in an emulsion without stopping. This would be
a characteristic signal and its non-observation puts a severe upper bound on
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the density of resting fossil charges with such a velocity. However one might
guess that their velocity would follow the cosmic microwave background.
In which case the velocity observed in practice would be that of the earth
relative to this microwave background, which is of the order of 400 km/s [7].
Unfortunately this velocity is too small to produce ionization and the resting
fossil charges would not be so easily observed.
In the case of a space-like < Aµ >, the fossil charges would look like
tachyons passing by. They would then give rise to Cerenkov radiation and
would also make tracks in emulsions. The non-observation of such effects
again places a severe upper bound on any fossil charge density.
4 Counter example by allowing extra terms
Here we consider the effect of including a dependence of Lbr on “gauge vi-
olating” high-dimension operator terms constructed by contracting Aµ with
a combination of other fields. The point is that such a type of term, say
|φ|2Aµψγ
µψ, would lead to a model in which the SLIV is observable - of
course only through the non-renormalizable terms now used. Nevertheless,
it would in this case be a genuine Lorentz non-invariant theory, even if one
starts with the above SLIV vacuum.
Indeed if we allow Lbr to depend also on A
µψγµψ, so as to become a
function of the type Lbr(A
2, |φ|2, ψψ, ψγ5ψ,A
µψγµψ, ...), we get a new con-









The current conservation condition, ∂µj
µ
















The last term vanishes because the fermion current ψγµψ is conserved. How-






will vary even if it were initially
zero.
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Remember that we think of deviations of ∂Lbr
∂A2
from zero as representing
“fossil” charge. Thus, in the above case, fossil resting charge can indeed be
produced by a suitable field configuration even if there were no fossil charges
to begin with. So, with the extra dependence of Lbr on ψγ
µψAµ, the SLIV
should in principle be observable even in a world that had started out without
any so-called fossil charges.
5 Why partial gauge symmetry?
A crucial assumption in our theorem is that the kinetic term for the four
vector field should take the standard gauge symmetric F 2µν form. A priori, one
should consider instead kinetic terms of the general form a(∂µAν)
2+b(∂µA
µ)2,
where a and b are arbitrary constants. However we now argue that our
assumption can be justified by the physical requirement that the kinetic
part of the Hamiltonian should be bounded below. Note that, if we choose a
negative so that the spatial components get the right sign for a positive energy
density, the first term in this general form looks like the kinetic terms for four
scalar fields except that the A0 component has the “wrong” metric. So this
A0 containing term always gives a negative contribution to the Hamiltonian,




For the above general kinetic term, the momentum Πµ(x) conjugate to
Aµ(x) is
Πµ = 2(a∂0Aµ + bg0µ∂νA
ν). (9)
Then, in the usual way, we obtain the following expression for the corre-




2 − (∇ · ~A)2], (10)
which, for b 6= −a, can be written in the form
(Π0 + 2b∇ · ~A)
2
a + b
− a~Π2 + a(∇A0)
2 − a(∇ ~A)2 − b(∇ · ~A)2. (11)
So, the only Lorentz covariant way to get rid of the (∂0A0)
2 term is to have
the equality b = −a. Alternatively we can get this kinetic A0 term with the
right sign by choosing b bigger than the positive −a in the above form. But
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the gradient energy term from A0, i.e. (∇A0)
2, would still come with the
negative coefficient a and thus formally there would be no bottom to the
Hamiltonian anyway. Now the equation of motion for A0 may be written
(a + b)∂0∂
0A0 − a△ A0 − b∂0∇ · ~A = 0 (12)
In the limit a = −b, this equation reduces to a constraint
−a△A0 − b∂0∇ · ~A = 0 (13)
which is in fact the usual Gauss constraint ∇ ·
−→
E = 0. After partial inte-
gration in the action and throwing away boundary terms, this case a = −b
leads to the standard kinetic term (Fµν)
2. Now it is well-known from conven-
tional QED that, if this Gauss constraint is inserted into the Hamiltonian,
positivity of the kinetic energy can be guaranteed. However, there is no such
constraint available for the general form of the kinetic term. Thus bounded-
ness from below of the Hamiltonian requires a kinetic term of the standard
gauge invariant (Fµν)
2 form.
There is another, more phenomenological argument for the absence of a
gauge non-invariant addition to the vector field kinetic term (at least for the
case a + b > 0). As we shall discuss elsewhere, the presence of such a term
immediately leads to a domain wall solution V (n · x) = V0 tanh(n · x/l) for
the SLIV, caused by a standard quartic polynomial in A2 contained in Lbr
(1). This would in turn lead to a wall-dominated Universe in the early times
and, therefore, to its immediate collapse. Thus we can exclude the presence
of the corresponding gauge non-invariant addition to the F 2µν kinetic term in
this case on phenomenological grounds.
6 Conclusion
We have discussed the influence of spontaneous Lorentz invariance violation
(SLIV) on the origin of gauge symmetry in a general Abelian vector field
theory. We formulated a theorem which seems to govern this mechanism and
found the conditions under which the SLIV becomes physically observable,
in terms of some primordially existing or created “fossil” charges with the
property of moving through the Universe with a fixed velocity. The partial
gauge symmetry, namely gauge symmetry of the derivative containing terms
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in the Lagrangian, was found to be crucial for our consideration. However the
assumption of gauge symmetry for the vector field kinetic term is reasonable,
since it is necessary in order that the Hamiltonian be bounded below and,
otherwise, a domain wall solution in the SLIV theory might lead to a wall-
dominated early Universe and its immediate collapse. As a result with a
gauge invariant kinetic term, global charge conservation and the absence of
fossil charges, one obtains a gauge invariant theory with a non-covariant
gauge choice as the only SLIV effect.
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